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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce MATLAB-based link1

and system level simulation environments for UMTS Long2

Term Evolution (LTE). The source codes of both simulators3

are available under an academic non-commercial use license4

allowing researchers full access to standard-compliant simulation5

environments. Due to the open source availability, the simulators6

enable reproducible research in wireless communications and7

comparison of novel algorithms.8

In this work, we explain how link and system level simulations9

are connected and show how the link level simulator serves as10

a reference to design the system level simulator. We compare11

the accuracy of the PHY modeling at system level by means of12

simulations performed both with bit-accurate link level simula-13

tions and PHY-model-based system level simulations. We point14

out some of the currently most interesting research questions for15

LTE, and explain by some research examples how our simulators16

can be applied.17

Index Terms—LTE, MIMO, link level, system level, simulation,18

reproducible research19

I. INTRODUCTION20

Reproducibility is one of the pillars of scientific research.21

Whereas reproducibility has a long tradition in most nature22

sciences and theoretical sciences, such as mathematics, it is23

only recently that reproducible research becomes more and24

more important in the field of signal processing [2, 3]. In con-25

trast to results in fields of purely theoretical sciences, results26

of signal processing research papers can only be reproduced27

if a comprehensive description of the investigated algorithms28

(including the setting of all necessary parameters), as well as29

eventually required input data are fully available. Due to lack30

of space, a fully comprehensive description of the algorithm31

is often omitted in research papers. Even if an algorithm is32

explained in detail, for instance by a pseudo code, initialization33

values are often not fully defined. Moreover, it is often not34

possible to include in a paper all necessary resources, such as35

data, that was processed by the presented algorithms. Ideally,36

all resources, including source code of the presented algo-37

rithms, should be made available for download to enable other38

researchers (and also reviewers of papers) to reproduce the re-39

sults presented. Unfortunately, researcher’s reality does40

not resemble this ideal situation, a circumstance that41

has recently been complained about quite openly [4].42
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In the past years, several researchers have started to build 43

up online resource databases in which simulation code and 44

data is provided, see for example [5, 6]. However, it is still 45

not a common practice in signal processing research. We are 46

furthermore convinced that reproducibility should also play 47

an important role in the review process of a paper. Although 48

thorough checking is very possibly impractical, it would make 49

the presented works more transparent to the review process. 50

Reproducibility becomes even more important when the sys- 51

tems that are simulated become more and more complex, as 52

it is the case in the evaluation of wireless communication 53

systems. When algorithms for wireless systems are evaluated, 54

authors often claim to use a standard-compliant transmission 55

system and simply reference to the corresponding technical 56

specification. Since technical specifications are usually exten- 57

sive, including a cornucopia of options, it is not always clear 58

which parts of a specification were actually implemented and 59

which parts were omitted for simplicity reasons. The situ- 60

ation of trying to reproduce someone else’s results 61

in order to compare them to your own algorithm but 62

not being able to do so (or only after extensive effort 63

to discover the unreported details of the actual im- 64

plementation) is familiar to most researchers. Without 65

access to the details of the implementation including 66

all assumptions, comparisons of algorithms, devel- 67

oped by different researchers, are very difficult, if not 68

impossible to carry out. A way out of this dilemma is 69

offered by a publicly available simulation environment. In this 70

work, we present such an open-source simulation environment 71

that allows to carry out link and system level simulations of 72

the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) 73

Long Term Evolution (LTE), specifically designed to support 74

reproducibility. The development and publishing of this LTE 75

simulation environment is based on our previous, very good 76

experience with a WiMAX physical layer simulator [7]. 77

Furthermore, such simulators can be used as a reference for 78

validation of algorithms, for example when designing transmit- 79

ter or receiver chips [8]. We also have used our simulators for 80

generating LTE signals that are required to include realistic 81

signals in related research [9], or as a reference for LTE- 82

compliant measurements. Here, the simulator can serve not 83

only as a data pump but also as a vehicle to evaluate the 84

received data. 85

LTE is the current evolutionary step in the third Generation 86

Partnership Project (3GPP) roadmap for future wireless cel- 87

lular systems. LTE was introduced in 3GPP Release 8 [10], 88
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which—besides the definition of the novel physical layer—89

also contains many other remarkable innovations. Most notable90

are (i) the redevelopment of the system architecture, now91

called System Architecture Evolution (SAE), (ii) the definition92

of network self-organization, and (iii) the introduction of93

home base-stations. The main reasons for these profound94

changes in the Radio Access Network (RAN) system design95

are to provide higher spectral efficiency, lower delay (latency),96

and more multi-user flexibility than the currently deployed97

networks.98

In the development and standardization of LTE, as well as99

in the implementation process of equipment manufacturers,100

simulations are necessary to test and optimize algorithms and101

procedures. This has to be carried out on the physical layer102

(link level) and in the network (system level) context:103

1) Link level simulations allow for the investigation of104

channel estimation, tracking, and prediction algorithms,105

synchronization algorithms [13, 14], Multiple-Input106

Multiple-Output (MIMO) gains, Adaptive Modulation107

and Coding (AMC) and feedback [15, 16]. Furthermore,108

receiver structures (typically neglecting inter-cell inter-109

ference and impact of scheduling, as this increases sim-110

ulation complexity and runtime dramatically) [17], mod-111

eling of channel encoding and decoding [18], physical-112

layer modeling crucial for system level simulations [19]113

and alike are typically analyzed on link level. Although114

MIMO broadcast channels have been investigated quite115

extensively over the last years [20, 21], there are still116

a lot of open questions that need to be resolved, both117

in theory and in practical implementation. For example,118

LTE offers the flexibility to adjust many transmission119

parameters, but it is not clear up to now how to exploit120

the available Degrees of Freedom (DoF) to achieve the121

optimum performance. Some recent theoretical results122

point out how to proceed in this matter [21, 22], but123

practical results for LTE are still missing.124

2) System level simulations focus more on network-related125

issues, such as resource allocation and scheduling [23,126

24], multi-user handling, mobility management, admis-127

sion control [25], interference management [26, 27],128

and network planning optimization [28, 29]. On top129

of that, in a multi-user oriented system, such as LTE,130

it is not directly clear which figures of merit should131

be used to assess the performance of the system. The132

classical measures of (un)coded Bit Error Ratio (BER),133

(un)coded BLock Error Ratio (BLER), and throughput134

are not covering multi-user scenario properties. More135

comprehensive measures of the LTE performance are136

for example fairness, multi-user diversity, or DoF [30].137

However, these theoretical concepts have to be mapped138

to performance values that can be evaluated by means139

of simulations [31, 32].140

Around the world, many research facilities and vendors141

are investigating the above mentioned aspects of LTE. For142

that purpose, commercially available simulators applied in143

industry [33–35], as well simulators applied in academia [36]144

have been developed. Also, probably all major equipment145

vendors have implemented their own, proprietary simulators. 146

Regardless of the simulation tools being commercial/non- 147

commercial, the development framework (C, C++, MATLAB, 148

WM-SIM [36], . . . ), or their claimed performance/flexibility, 149

one fact is shared by all of the simulators. Their closed 150

implementation disables access to implementation 151

details and thus to any assumption that may have 152

been included. As such the reliability of the results re- 153

lies purely on the faith of a proper implementation. In- 154

dependent validation of results in such closed simu- 155

lation environments is not easy, very time-consuming 156

and often not feasible. People familiar with RAN stan- 157

dardization know how difficult it is to compare and even align 158

simulation results. Since the results were obtained with closed 159

tools, simply repeating the same experiment is a daunting 160

task. Transparency not only in the results but also in the tools 161

employed, thus greatly magnifies the credibility of the results. 162

The two simulators [37, 38] described in Sections II and III 163

of this paper are freely available at our homepage [1] under 164

an open, free for non-commercial academic use license, which 165

facilitates academic research and enables a closer cooperation 166

between different universities and research facilities. In ad- 167

dition, developed algorithms can be shared under the same 168

license again, making the comparison of algorithms easier, 169

reproducible, and therefore refutable and more credible. To 170

the best of the authors’ knowledge, our two simulators are the 171

first to be published in context of LTE including source code 172

under an academic use license. Thus, the simulators provide 173

opportunities for many institutions to directly apply their ideas 174

and algorithms in the context of LTE. The availability of 175

the simulators together with the possibility to include 176

links to the utilized simulator version and any re- 177

sources needed furthermore enables researchers to 178

quickly reproduce published results [3]. 179

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 180

Sections II and III, we describe the Vienna LTE Simulators 181

and how they relate to each other. In Section IV we provide a 182

validation of the two simulators. Exemplary simulation results 183

are shown in Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in 184

Section VI. 185

II. THE VIENNA LTE LINK LEVEL SIMULATOR 186

In this section, we describe the overall structure of the 187

Vienna LTE Link Level Simulator, currently (January 2011) 188

released in version 1.6r917. Furthermore, we present the 189

capabilities of the simulator and provide some examples of 190

its application. 191

A. Structure of the Simulator 192

The link level simulator can be divided into three basic 193

building blocks, namely transmitter, channel model, and re- 194

ceiver (see Figure 1). Depending on the type of simulation, 195

one or several instances of these basic building blocks are 196

employed. The transmitter and receiver blocks are linked by 197

the channel model, which is used to transmit the downlink 198

data, while signaling and uplink feedback is assumed to be 199

error-free. Since signaling is stronger protected than 200
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Fig. 1. LTE link level simulator structure, as implemented in the Vienna
LTE link level simulator.

data, by means of lower coding rates and/or lower-201

order modulations, the assumption of error-free sig-202

naling is in fact quite realistic. Equivalently, errors on203

the signaling channels will only occur when the data204

channels are already using large amounts of perfor-205

mance degradation — a point of operation usually not206

targeted in investigations.207

In the downlink, the signaling information passed208

on by the transmitter to the receiver contains coding,209

HARQ, scheduling, and precoding parameters. In the210

uplink, Channel Quality Indicator (CQI), Precoding211

Matrix Indicator (PMI), and Rank Indicator (RI) (all212

three together forming the Channel State Information213

(CSI)) are signaled. All simulation scenarios (see Sec-214

tion II-B) support the feedback of CQI, PMI, and RI,215

although it is also possible to set some or all of216

them to fixed values. Such a setting is required for217

specific simulations, such as throughput evaluation218

of a single Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS).219

A standard-compliant implementation of the down-220

link control channels would not affect the overall221

structure of our simulator and just requires the inser-222

tion of the control channels in the relevant resource223

elements [39]. On the other hand, non-error-free feed-224

back transmissions would require a physical layer225

implementation of the LTE uplink, which is currently226

not in the scope of the simulator.227

1) Transmitter: The layout of the transmitter is shown in228

Figure 2. This structure is basically a graphical representation229

of the transmitter description defined in the TS36’ standard230

series [39–41]. Based on User Equipment (UE) feedback231

values, a scheduling algorithm assigns Resource Blocks (RBs)232

to UEs and sets an appropriate MCS (coding rates between233

0.076 and 0.926 with 4, 16, or 64-QAM modulation [41]), the234

MIMO transmission mode (Transmit Diversity (TxD), Open235

Loop Spatial Multiplexing (OLSM), or Closed Loop Spatial236

Multiplexing (CLSM)), and the precoding/number of spatial237

layers for all served users. Such a channel adaptive scheduling238

allows the exploitation of frequency diversity, time diversity,239

spatial diversity, and multi-user diversity.240

Given the number of available DoF, the specific implemen-241

tation of the scheduler algorithm has a large impact on the242

system performance and is a hot topic in research [42–44]. In243

Section V-B, we provide performance evaluations of several244

schedulers.245

2) Channel Model: The Vienna LTE Link Level Simu-246

lator supports block and fast fading channels. In the block247

fading case, the channel is constant during the duration of248
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Fig. 2. LTE downlink transmitter structure, as implemented in the Vienna
LTE link level simulator.

one subframe (1 ms). In the fast fading case, time-correlated 249

channel impulse responses are generated for each sample of 250

the transmit signal. Currently (January 2011), the simulator 251

supports the following channel models: 252

1) Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) 253

2) Flat Rayleigh fading 254

3) Power Delay Profile-based channel models such as ITU 255

Pedestrian B, or ITU Vehicular A [45] 256

4) Winner Phase II+ [46] 257

The most sophisticated of these channel models is the Winner 258

Phase II+ model. It is an evolution of the 3GPP spatial channel 259

model and introduces additional features such as support for 260

arbitrary 3D antenna patterns. 261

3) Receiver: Figure 3 shows our implementation of the 262

UE receiver. After disassembling the RBs according to UE 263

resource allocation, MIMO Orthogonal Frequency Division 264

Multiplexing (OFDM) detection is carried out. The simula- 265

tor currently supports Zero-Forcing (ZF), Linear Minimum 266

Mean Squared Error (LMMSE), and soft sphere decoding 267

as detection algorithms. The detected soft bits are decoded 268

to obtain the data bits and several figures of merit, such as 269

coded/uncoded BER, BLER, and throughput. 270

Currently, four different types of channel estimators are 271

supported within the simulator: (i) Least Squares (LS), (ii) 272

Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE), (iii) Approximate 273

LMMSE [47], and (iv) genie-driven (near) perfect channel 274

knowledge based on all transmitted symbols. 275

LTE requires UE feedback in order to adapt the 276

transmission to the current channel conditions. The 277

LTE standard specifies three feedback indicators for 278

that purpose, CQI, RI and PMI [39]. The CQI is 279

employed to choose the appropriate MCS, such to 280

achieve a predefined target BLER, whereas the RI and 281

the PMI are utilized for MIMO pre-processing. Specif- 282

ically, the RI informs the eNodeB about the preferred 283

number of parallel spatial data streams, while the PMI 284
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Fig. 3. LTE downlink receiver structure, as implemented in the Vienna LTE
link level simulator.

signals the preferred precoder that is stemming from285

a finite code book as specified in [39]. Very similar286

feedback values are also employed in other systems287

such as WiMAX and WiFi. The simulator provides288

algorithms that utilize the estimated channel coef-289

ficients to evaluate these feedback indicators [16].290

Researchers and engineers working on feedback al-291

gorithms can implement other algorithms by using292

the provided feedback functions as a starting point293

to define their own functions.294

Given this receiver structure, the simulator allows to inves-295

tigate various aspects, such as frequency synchronization [48],296

channel estimation [47], or interference awareness [49].297

B. Complexity298

Link level simulators are in practice a direct standard-299

compliant implementation of the Physical (PHY) layer pro-300

cedures, including segmentation, channel coding, MIMO,301

transmit signal generation, pilot patterns, and synchronization302

sequences. Therefore, implementation complexity and simula-303

tion time are high. To obtain a simulator with readable and304

maintainable code, a high level language (MATLAB) has been305

chosen. This choice enabled us to develop the simulator in a306

fraction of the time required for an implementation in other307

languages such as C. Furthermore, MATLAB ensures cross-308

platform compatibility. While MATLAB is certainly slower309

than C, by means of code optimization (vectorization) and310

parallelization by the MATLAB Parallel/Distributed Computing311

Toolbox, simulation runtime can be greatly reduced. Severely312

difficult-to-vectorize and often-called functions are313

implemented in C and linked to the MATLAB code by314

means of MEX functions. Such functions include the315

channel coding/decoding [50], Cyclic Redundancy316

Check (CRC) computation [51], and soft sphere de-317

coding.318

Furthermore, it is possible to adjust the scale of the simula-319

tion to the specific needs. This is achieved by introducing three320

different simulation types with largely different computational321

complexity (Figure 4):322

1) Single-downlink: This simulation type only covers the 323

link between one eNodeB and one UE. Such a set-up allows 324

for the investigation of channel tracking, channel estima- 325

tion [47], synchronization [14, 52], MIMO gains, AMC and 326

feedback optimization [16], receiver structures [53] (neglecting 327

interference and impact of the scheduling1), modeling of 328

channel encoding and decoding [18, 54], and physical layer 329

modeling [55], which can be used for system level abstrac- 330

tion of the physical layer. To start a simple single-downlink 331

simulation, run the file LTE sim batch single downlink.m. 332

2) Single-cell multi-user: This simulation covers the links 333

between one eNodeB and multiple UEs. This set-up addition- 334

ally allows for the investigation of receiver structures that take 335

into account the influence of scheduling, multi-user MIMO 336

resource allocation, and multi-user gains. Furthermore, this 337

set-up allows researchers to investigate practically achievable 338

multi-user rate regions. In the current implementation, the 339

simulator fully evaluates the receivers of all users. However, 340

if receiver structures are being investigated, the computational 341

complexity of the simulation can considerably be reduced by 342

only evaluating the user of interest. In order to enable 343

a functional scheduler it is sufficient to compute 344

just the feedback parameters for all other users. To 345

start a simple single-cell multi-user simulation, run the file 346

LTE sim batch single cell multi user.m. 347

3) Multi-cell multi-user: This simulation is by far the 348

computationally most demanding scenario and covers the links 349

between multiple eNodeBs and UEs. This set-up allows for 350

the realistic investigation of interference-aware receiver tech- 351

niques [56], interference management (including cooperative 352

transmissions [57] and interference alignment [58, 59]), and 353

network-based algorithms such as joint resource allocation and 354

scheduling. Furthermore, despite the vast computational efforts 355

needed, such simulations are crucial to verify system level 356

simulations. To start a simple multi-cell multi-user simulation, 357

run the file LTE sim batch multi cell multi user.m. 358

The simulation time, which depends mainly on the 359

desired precision and statistical accuracy of the sim- 360

ulation results, the selected bandwidth, the trans- 361

mission mode, and the chosen modulation order is 362

for most users a crucial factor. It should be noted 363

that by a smart choice of the simulation settings, the 364

simulation time can be decreased (e.g., when investi- 365

gating channel estimation performance, the smallest 366

bandwidth can be sufficient). 367

III. THE VIENNA LTE SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATOR 368

In this section, we describe the overall structure of the 369

Vienna LTE System Level Simulator, currently (January 2011) 370

version 1.3r427. We furthermore show how the PHY layer 371

procedures have been abstracted in a low complexity manner. 372

A. Structure of the Simulator 373

In system level simulations, the performance of a whole 374

network is analyzed. In LTE, such a network consists of a 375

1Note that the scheduler in a multi-user system will change the statistics
of the individual user’s channel, thus influencing the receiver performance.
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Fig. 4. Three different scenarios in the Vienna LTE link level simulator
allow to adjust the scale of the simulation.

multitude of eNodeBs that cover a specific area in which many376

mobile terminals are located and/or moving around. While377

simulations of individual physical layer links allow for the378

investigation of MIMO gains, AMC feedback, modeling of379

the channel code, and retransmissions [16, 47, 48, 54, 60],380

it is not possible to reflect the effects of cell planning,381

scheduling, or interference in a large scale with dozens of382

eNodeBs and hundreds of users. Simply performing physical383

layer simulations of the radio links between all terminals and384

base-stations is unfeasible for system level investigations due385

to the vast amount of computational power required. Thus,386

the physical layer has to be abstracted by simplified models387

capturing its essential dynamics with high accuracy at low388

complexity.389

Following the standard approach in literature [55, 61], our390

simulator consists of two parts: (i) a link measurement model391

and (ii) a link performance model. The link measurement392

model reflects the link quality, given by the UE measurement393

reports, and is required to carry out link adaptation and394

resource allocation. The chosen link quality measure395

is evaluated per subcarrier. Based on the Signal to396

Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR), the UE computes397

the feedback (PMI, RI, and CQI), which is employed398

for link adaptation at the eNodeB as described in Sec-399

tion II-A. The scheduling algorithm assigns resources400

to users to optimize the performance of the system401

(e.g., in terms of throughput) based on this feed-402

back [24]. Following the link measurement model,403

the link performance model predicts the BLER of the404

link, based on the receiver SINR and the transmission405

parameters (e.g., modulation and coding). Figure 5406

illustrates the interaction between the two models407

and the several physical layer parameters.408

Implementation-wise, the simulator follows the structure409

shown in Figure 6. Each network element is represented by a410

suitable class object, whose interactions are described below.411

In order to generate the network topology, transmission412

sites are generated, to which three eNodeBs are appended,413

i.e., sectors, each containing a scheduler (see Figure 6). In414

the simulator, traffic modeling assumes full buffers in the415

mobility management
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Fig. 5. Schematic block diagram of the LTE system level simulator.

downlink. A scheduler assigns PHY resources, precoding 416

matrices, and a suitable MCS to each UE attached to an 417

eNodeB. The actual assignment depends on the scheduling 418

algorithm and the received UE feedback. 419

At the UE side, the received subcarrier post-equalization 420

symbol SINR is calculated in the link measurement model. 421

The SINR is determined by the signal, interference, and noise 422

power levels, which are dependent on the cell layout (defined 423

by the eNodeB positions, large-scale (macroscopic, macro- 424

scale) pathloss, shadow fading [62]) and the time-variant 425

small-scale (microscopic, micro-scale) fading [63]. 426

The CQI feedback report is calculated based on the subcar- 427

rier SINRs and the target transport BLER. The CQI reports are 428

generated by an SINR-to-CQI mapping [38] and made avail- 429

able to the eNodeB implementation via a feedback channel 430

with adjustable delay. At the transmitter, the appropriate 431

MCS is selected by the CQI to achieve the target BLER 432

during the transmission. Especially in high mobility 433

scenarios, the feedback delay caused by computa- 434

tion and signaling timing can lead to a performance 435

degradation if the channel state changes significantly 436

during the delay. In the link performance model, an AWGN- 437

equivalent SINR (γAWGN) is obtained via Mutual Information 438

Effective Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio Mapping 439

(MIESM) [64–66]. In a second step, γAWGN is mapped to 440

BLER via AWGN link performance curves [37, 38]. The 441

BLER value acts as a probability for computing ACK/NACKs, 442

which are combined with the Transport Block (TB) size 443

to compute the link throughput. The simulation output 444

consists of traces, containing link throughput and 445

error ratios for each user, as well as a cell aggregates, 446

from which statistical distributions of throughputs 447

and errors can be extracted. 448

B. Complexity 449

One desirable functionality of a system level simulator is the 450

ability to precalculate as many of the simulation parameters 451

as possible. This not only reduces the computational load 452

while carrying out a simulation, but also offers repeatability 453

by loading an already partly precalculated scenario. 454

The precalculations involved in the LTE system level sim- 455

ulator are the generation of (i) eNodeB-dependent large- 456

scale pathloss maps, (ii) site-dependent shadow fading maps, 457
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and (iii) time-dependent small-scale fading traces for each458

eNodeB-UE pair.459

1) Pathloss and Fading Maps: The large-scale pathloss and460

the shadow fading are modeled as position-dependent maps.461

The large-scale pathloss is calculated according to well-known462

models [62, 67] and combined with the antenna gain pattern of463

the corresponding eNodeB. Space-correlated shadow fading is464

obtained from a log-normal random distribution using a low-465

complexity variant of the Cholesky decomposition [68]. Inter-466

site map correlation for shadow fading is similarly obtained.467

Figure 7 shows exemplary large-scale pathloss and shadow468

fading maps.469

2) Time-dependent Fading Trace: While the large-scale470

pathloss and the shadow fading are modeled position-471

dependent, the small-scale fading is modeled as a time-472

dependent trace. The calculation of this trace is based on the473

transmitter precoding, the small-scale fading MIMO channel474

matrix, and the receive filter. Currently, the receiver modeling475

is based on a linear ZF receiver. The small-scale fading476

TABLE I
TEST SCENARIOS OF 3GPP TS 36.101.

8.2.1.1.1/1 8.2.1.1.1/8 8.2.1.2.1/1 8.2.1.3.2/1
TX mode single ant. single ant. TxD OLSM
channel EVehA ETU EVehA EVehA
Doppler freq. 5 Hz 300 Hz 5 Hz 70 Hz
modulation QPSK 16QAM 16QAM 16QAM
code rate 1/3 1/2 1/2 1/2
NT ×NR 1× 2 1× 2 2× 2 4× 2

antenna corr. low high medium low
channel SNR req. -1 dB 9.4 dB 6.8 dB 14.3 dB

trace consists of the signal power and the interference power 477

after the receive filter. The break-down into these two parts 478

significantly reduces the computational effort since it avoids 479

many complex multiplications required when directly working 480

with MIMO channel matrices on system level [19, 38, 55]. 481

IV. VALIDATION OF THE SIMULATORS 482

Validation of the simulators was performed in two steps. 483

Firstly, in Section IV-A we compared the link level through- 484

put with the minimum performance requirements stated by 485

3GPP in the technical specification TS 36.101 [69]. Secondly, 486

in Section IV-B we cross-validated the link and the system 487

level simulators by comparing their results against each other. 488

Other means of validation are being discussed in Section IV-C. 489

A. 3GPP Minimum Performance Requirements 490

The technical specification TS 36.101 [69] defines minimum 491

performance requirements for a UE that utilizes a dual- 492

antenna receiver. These requirements have to be met by real 493

devices and therefore have to be surpassed by our simulator, 494

in which not every conceivable influential factor is 495

incorporated.2 Such factors may include frequency 496

and timing synchronization as well as other non-ideal 497

effects, such as quantization or non-ideality of the 498

manufactured physical components (e.g., I/Q imbal- 499

ances, phase noise, power amplifier nonlinearities). 500

In particular, TS 36.101 specifies reference measurement 501

channels for the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) 502

(comprising bandwidth, AMC scheme, overhead, . . . ) and 503

propagation conditions (power delay profiles, Doppler fre- 504

quencies, antenna correlation). The considered simulation sce- 505

narios are completely specified by referring to sections and 506

test numbers in TS 36.101. For example, in TS 36.101 Sec- 507

tion 8.2.1.1.1, the tests for a single transmit antenna NT = 1 508

and dual receive antenna NR = 2 scenario are defined. By 509

referring to test number one in this section, the AMC mode 510

is defined as Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) with a 511

target coding rate of 1/3, Extended Vehicular A (EVehA) chan- 512

nel model with a Doppler frequency of 5 Hz, and low antenna 513

correlation. For our simulations presented here, we selected 514

four test scenarios with a bandwidth of 10 MHz but different 515

transmit modes (single antenna port transmission, OLSM, and 516

TxD), different AMC schemes, and different channel models. 517

Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) is supported with 518

2After all, the purpose of a simulation model is to abstract and thus simplify
complex situations.
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Fig. 8. Throughput simulations of the test scenarios in 3GPP TS 36.101 and
comparison to the minimum performance requirements (marked with crosses).
The small vertical bars within the circular markers indicate the 99% confidence
intervals. Reproducible by running Reproducibility RAN sims.m.

at most three retransmissions. The most important parameters519

of the test scenarios are listed in Table I. The first scenario520

(8.2.1.1.1/1) refers to the test scenario described above. The521

OLSM scenario (8.2.1.3.2/1) utilizes a rank two transmission,522

that is, transmission of two spatial streams.523

Simulation results for the considered scenarios are shown524

in Figure 8. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to 70% of525

the maximum throughput values for which TS 36.101 defines526

a channel Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) requirement (shown527

as crosses in Figure 8). For all considered test scenarios, the528

link level simulator outperforms the minimum requirements529

by approximately 2-3 dB. The small vertical bars within the530

markers in Figure 8 are the 99% confidence intervals of the531

simulated mean throughput. Since the confidence intervals532

are much smaller than the distances between the individual533

throughput curves, we know that a repeated simulation with534

different seeds of the random number generators will lead to535

similar results and conclusions. Figure 8 can be reproduced536

by calling the script Reproducibility RAN sims.m included537

in the link level simulator.538

B. Link and System Level Cross-Comparison539

Next, we cross-compare the performance of the link and540

system level simulators. We consider a single-user single-cell541

scenario with different antenna configurations and transmit542

modes, as summarized in Table II.543

In dependence of the channel conditions we adapt the AMC544

scheme, the transmission rank, and the precoding matrices. For545

this purpose, we utilize the UE feedback schemes originally546

presented in [16]. In order to create an equivalent simulation547

scenario on link and system level, we do not employ shadow548

fading. Whereas on link level the SNR is usually directly549

specified, on system level the SNR is a function of the user550

location in the cell. Without shadow fading, the user SNR551

on system level becomes a function of the distance between552

3TU: Typical Urban channel model [70].

TABLE II
TEST SCENARIOS FOR THE CROSS-COMPARISON OF THE

LINK AND SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATORS (SU CASE).

SISO TxD OLSM CLSM
channel TU3 TU TU TU
bandwidth 1.4 MHz 1.4 MHz 1.4 MHz 1.4 MHz
antenna conf. 1× 1 2× 2 2× 2 4× 2

CQI feedback X X X X
RI feedback × × X X
PMI feedback × × × X

simulation time LL 3 200 s 9 500 s 19 500 s 14 200 s
simulation time SL 800 s 1 000 s 1 100 s 1 200 s
speed-up 4 9.5 17.7 11.8
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Fig. 9. Cross-comparison of throughput results obtained with the link level
and the system level simulators. The small vertical bars within the circular
markers indicate the 99% confidence intervals. Reproducible by running
Reproducibility LLvsSL batch.m.

base-station and user. This can be utilized to indirectly select 553

appropriate SNR values in the system level simulator. The 554

results of the link and system level comparison are shown in 555

Figure 9. For all considered simulation scenarios, we obtain 556

an excellent match between the results of the two simulators, 557

confirming the validity of our Link Error Prediction (LEP) 558

model [54] on system level. Figure 9 can be reproduced by 559

running the script Reproducibility LLvsSL batch.m provided 560

in the system level simulator package. Further comparisons 561

between link and system level simulator results are shown in 562

Section V-B. 563

In Table II, we compare the simulation times of 564

the link level simulator to those of the system level 565

simulator. The simulations were conducted on one 566

core of a 2.66 GHz Quad Core CPU. The table also 567

states the simulation speed-up, defined as the ratio of 568

the simulation times required with the link level and 569

the system level simulator, respectively. The speed- 570

up of the system level simulator for a Single-Input 571

Single-Output (SISO) system equals four. This speed- 572

up is rather small because equalization, demodu- 573

lation, and decoding (tasks that are abstracted on 574

system level) have low complexity in a SISO system. 575

With increasing system complexity also the speed- 576
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up increases. We expected the largest speed-up in577

the CLSM scenario, because it utilizes the largest578

antenna configuration. However, we measured the579

largest speed-up of almost 18 in the OLSM simulation580

scenario. The reason is, that the precoder changes581

from one subcarrier to the next, while in the CLSM582

scenario, we assumed wideband feedback meaning583

that the same precoder is employed on all subcarriers584

[16].585

The link level simulator supports the parallel com-586

puting capabilities of MATLAB. With these features587

it is possible to run several MATLAB instances in588

parallel on the multiple cores of a modern CPU. The589

simulation time of the link level simulator then de-590

creases linearly with the number of CPU cores, while591

the system level simulator is currently not capable of592

parallel computing.593

594

C. Further Validation Means595

For a basic validation of the correctness of the596

results produced by the simulator, we checked the597

uncoded BER and throughput performance over fre-598

quency flat Rayleigh fading and AWGN channels,599

as the theoretical performance of these channels is600

known [71]. Furthermore, we cross-checked our re-601

sults with results produced by other industry simula-602

tors, comparing to corresponding publications of the603

3GPP RAN WG1, e.g., [31, 32]. Still, an open issue604

is to prove a correct functionality of each part of605

the simulator. Evaluation of the simulators has also606

been made possible for the whole research commu-607

nity, allowing everybody to modify the code to meet608

individual requirements and to check the code for609

correctness [72–74], as the simulator ”changelog”610

reflects. The first versions of the simulators have611

been released in May 2009 (link level simulator) and612

in March 2010 (system level simulator), respectively.613

To facilitate the exchange of bugs and/or results of-614

ten referred to as ”crowdsourcing”, a forum4 is also615

provided. While the authors acknowledge this is not616

a perfect form of validation, neither is any other.617

V. EXEMPLARY RESULTS618

In this section, we show two exemplary simulation results619

obtained with the Vienna LTE simulators. Firstly, we present620

a link level throughput simulation in which we compare621

the throughput of the different MIMO schemes to theoretic622

bounds. Based on this simulation setup, researchers can in-623

vestigate algorithms such as channel estimation, detection,624

or synchronization. Secondly, we compare the performance625

of different state-of-the-art schedulers in a single-cell multi-626

user environment. These schedulers serve as reference for627

researchers investigating advanced scheduling techniques.628

4http://www.nt.tuwien.ac.at/forum

A. Link Level Throughput 629

Before presenting the link level throughput results of the 630

different LTE MIMO schemes, we introduce theoretic bounds 631

for the throughput. We identify three bounds, namely the 632

mutual information, the channel capacity, and the so-called 633

achievable mutual information. Depending on the type of 634

channel state information available at the transmitter (only 635

receive SNR, full, or quantized), an ideal transmission system 636

is expected to attain one of these bounds. 637

1) Mutual Information: The mutual information is the 638

theoretic bound for the data throughput if only the receive 639

SNR but no further channel state information is available at 640

the transmitter side [75]: 641

I =

Ntot∑
k=1

Bsub log2 det

(
INR +

1

σ2
n

HkHH
k

)
(1)

Here, Bsub denotes the bandwidth occupied by a single data 642

subcarrier, Hk the NR×NT (= number of receive antennas 643

× number of transmit antennas) dimensional MIMO channel 644

matrix of the k-th subcarrier, σ2
n the energy of noise and 645

interference at the receiver, Ntot the total number of usable 646

subcarriers, and INR an identity matrix of size equal to 647

the number of receive antennas NR. In Equation (1), we 648

normalized the transmit power to one and the channel matrix 649

according to E
{
‖Hk‖22

}
= 1. Therefore, Equation (1) does 650

not show a dependence on the transmit power and the number 651

NT of transmit antennas. 652

The bandwidth Bsub of a subcarrier is calculated as 653

Bsub =
Ns

Tsub − Tcp
, (2)

where Ns is the number of OFDM symbols in one subframe 654

(usually equal to 14 when the normal cyclic prefix length is 655

selected), Tsub the subframe duration (1 ms), and Tcp the time 656

required for the transmission of all cyclic prefixes within one 657

subframe. Note that we are calculating the mutual information 658

for all usable subcarriers of the OFDM system, thereby taking 659

into account the loss in spectral efficiency caused by the guard 660

band carriers. If different transmission systems that apply dif- 661

ferent modulation formats are to be compared, however, a fair 662

comparison would require calculating the mutual information 663

over the entire system bandwidth instead of calculating it only 664

over the usable bandwidth. 665

Current communication systems employ adaptive modula- 666

tion and coding schemes to optimize the data throughput. 667

For a specific receive SNR, assuming an optimum receiver, 668

the modulation and coding scheme that maximizes the data 669

throughput can be selected. Thus, if the transmitter knows the 670

receive SNR, a throughput equal to the mutual information 671

should be achieved. 672

2) Channel Capacity: For calculating the channel capacity 673

of a frequency selective MIMO channel [71], consider the 674

singular value decomposition of the channel matrix Hk scaled 675

by the standard deviation σn of the additive white Gaussian 676

http://www.nt.tuwien.ac.at/forum
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TABLE III
PILOT SYMBOLS AND EFFICIENCY FACTOR F IN LTE.

transmit antennas NT reference symbols Nref efficiency factor F
1 4 88,88 %
2 8 84,44 %
4 12 80 %

noise impairment:677

1

σn
Hk = UkΣkVH

k ; with (3)

Σk = diag
{√

λk,m

}
m = 1 . . .min(NR, NT)

The optimum, capacity-achieving, frequency-dependent pre-678

coding at the transmitter is given by the unitary matrix Vk. If679

this precoding matrix is applied at the transmitter and also the680

optimum receive filter UH
k is employed, the MIMO channel is681

separated into min(NR, NT) (with NR denoting the number of682

receive antennas and NT the number of transmit antennas)683

independent SISO channels, each with a gain of
√
λk,m,684

m = 1 . . .min(NR, NT), k = 1 . . . Ntot. The channel capacity685

is obtained by optimally distributing the available transmit686

power over these parallel SISO subchannels. The optimum687

power distribution Pk,m is the solution of the optimization688

problem:689

C = max
Pk,m

1

Ntot

min(NR,NT)∑
m=1

Ntot∑
k=1

log2 (1 + Pk,mλk,m) (4)

subject to
min(NR,NT)∑

m=1

Ntot∑
k=1

Pk,m = Pt.

Here, the second equation is a transmit power constraint that690

ensures an average transmit power proportional to the number691

of data subcarriers: Pt = Ntot. Note that due to the definition692

of
√
λk,m in Equation (3), the power distribution Pk,m and693

thus Pt remain dimensionless. We calculate the power coeffi-694

cients maximizing Equation (4) by the water-filling algorithm695

described in [71]. In order to achieve a throughput equal696

to the channel capacity, the transmitter needs full channel697

state information and has to apply the optimum precoder.698

Furthermore, the receiver needs to apply the optimum receive699

filter in order to separate the parallel SISO subchannels.700

3) Achievable Mutual Information: Both mutual informa-701

tion and channel capacity do not consider system design702

losses caused for example by the transmission of cyclic prefix703

or reference symbols, or the quantization of the transmitter704

precoding. In order to obtain a tighter bound for the link level705

throughput, we therefore consider these effects in the definition706

of the so-called achievable mutual information. In the case707

of open-loop transmission, in which space-time coding is708

employed at the transmitter, we obtain for the achievable709

mutual information710

I(OL)
a =

Ntot∑
k=1

FBsub
1

NL
log2 det

(
INRNL +

1

σ2
n

H̃kH̃H
k

)
, (5)

with NL denoting the number of spatial transmission layers.711

The NRNL×NT dimensional matrix H̃k is the effective chan-712

nel matrix including the space-time coding [76]. The factor F713
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Fig. 10. Throughput of a 2×2 system with 5 MHz bandwidth compared
to the channel capacity, the mutual information, and the achievable mutual
information. The small vertical bars within the circular markers indicate the
99% confidence intervals. Reproducible by running Physical Layer batch.m.

accounts for the inherent system losses due to the transmission 714

of the cyclic prefix and the reference symbols. In detail, the 715

factor F is calculated as 716

F =
Tsub − Tcp

Tsub︸ ︷︷ ︸
CP loss

· Nsc ·Ns/2−Nref

Nsc ·Ns/2︸ ︷︷ ︸
reference symbols loss

, (6)

where Nref is the number of reference symbols per resource 717

block, and Nsc = 12 is the number of subcarriers in each 718

RB. In LTE, the number of reference symbols depends on the 719

number of transmit antennas. Therefore, the efficiency factor 720

F decreases with increasing number of transmit antennas (see 721

Table III). 722

In the case of closed-loop transmission, a channel adapted 723

precoding matrix W is chosen from a set W (defined in the 724

standard) and applied to the transmit signal. We calculate the 725

achievable mutual information for closed-loop transmission as: 726

I(CL)
a = max

W∈W

Ntot∑
k=1

FBsub log2 det

(
INR +

1

σ2
n

HkWWHHH
k

)
.

(7)

In Figure 10, the throughput of a 2×2 LTE system with 727

5 MHz bandwidth, perfect channel knowledge, and a Soft 728

Sphere Decoder (SSD) receiver is shown and compared to 729

the previously presented theoretic bounds. The difference be- 730

tween channel capacity and mutual information is only small, 731

therefore, even knowledge of the full channel state information 732

at the transmitter does not considerably increase the potential 733

performance. In contrast, the difference between the mutual 734

information and the achievable mutual information is much 735

larger, resulting in a loss of 56% at an SNR of 15 dB. Most 736

(41%) of this loss is due to the restrictions implied by the stan- 737

dard, as indicated by the achievable mutual information curves 738

in Figure 10. At a rate of 16 Mbit/s, the difference between 739

achievable mutual information and simulated throughput is 740

approximately 4 dB. These findings are similar to results we 741
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obtained when analyzing the performance of WiMAX and742

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) in [77].743

Figure 10 furthermore shows that for SNRs lower than744

14 dB, the TxD mode outperforms OLSM. Only at larger745

SNRs, above 20 dB, where the throughput of the TxD mode746

saturates, OLSM benefits from the second spatial stream and747

outperforms TxD.748

Figure 10 can be reproduced by executing the script Phys-749

ical Layer batch.m provided in the Vienna LTE Link Level750

Simulator package.751

B. LTE Scheduling752

In this section, the performance of various multiuser LTE753

scheduling techniques is compared by means of link level754

and system level simulations. By appropriately selecting the755

simulation parameters in the link level, as well as the system756

level, we are able to show that the results obtained by the two757

simulators are equivalent.758

In particular, we consider in the Vienna LTE System Level759

Simulator one sector of a single-cell SISO system with 20760

randomly positioned users. The user positions yield the large-761

scale path loss and shadow fading coefficients of all users762

and as a consequence, the average receive SNRs, which are763

distributed in a range of 2.7 dB to 36 dB. These average receive764

SNRs of the 20 users are set in the Vienna LTE Link Level765

Simulator to ensure the same propagation environment as on766

system level. Further simulation parameters of both simulators767

are summarized in Table IV.768

The simulation results are averaged over 2 500 small-scale769

fading and noise realizations. In order to guarantee exactly770

the same channel realizations for all scheduler simulations on771

system level, the user positions, as well as the small- and large-772

scale fading realizations are loaded from pre-generated files.773

On link level, the seeds of the random number generators for774

fading and noise generation are set at the beginning of each775

simulation.776

A performance comparison of different scheduling strategies777

is shown in Figures 11 and 12 in terms of total sector through-778

put and fairness (Jain‘s fairness index [79]). The figures779

show that the results produced by the link and system level780

simulators are very similar for both throughput and fairness.781

TABLE IV
LINK AND SYSTEM LEVEL PARAMETERS FOR THE SCHEDULING

SIMULATIONS.

Parameter Value
system bandwidth 5 MHz

number of subcarriers 300
number of resource blocks 50

number of users 20
channel model 3GPP TU [78]

channel realizations 2 500
antenna configuration 1 transmit, 1 receive (1× 1)

receiver Zero Forcing (ZF)
schedulers Best CQI (BCQI)

maxmin
proportional fair
resource fair
round robin

round robinmaxminres. fairprop. fairbest CQI
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Fig. 11. Comparison of system throughput obtained with different scheduling
strategies with link and system level simulations. Reproducible by running
Reproducibility Schedulers batch.m.

The largest difference between the results of the two simulators 782

is less than 2%, while the 99% confidence intervals (too small 783

to be identified in the figures) of the simulated throughput 784

are much smaller. Thus, we conclude that the system level 785

simulator is properly calibrated; that is, the approximation and 786

modeling of the link level does not result in large errors on 787

system level. 788

The considered schedulers pursue different goals for re- 789

source allocation. The best CQI scheduler tries to maximize 790

total throughput and completely ignores fairness by just as- 791

signing resources to the users with the best channel conditions. 792

This is reflected in the simulation results in Figures 11 and 12, 793

showing the highest system throughput and the lowest fairness 794

for the best CQI scheduler. In contrast, the maxmin-scheduler 795

assigns the resources in a way that equal throughput for 796

all users is guaranteed, thereby maximizing Jain‘s fairness 797

index [79]. Round robin scheduling does not consider the user 798

equipment feedback and cyclically assigns the same amount 799

of resources to each user. Thus, ignoring the user equipment 800

feedback results in the worst throughput performance of all 801

schedulers consider here. The proportional fair scheduler em- 802

phasizes multiuser diversity by scheduling the user who has 803

the best current channel realization relative to its own average. 804

The resource fair scheduling strategy guarantees an equal 805

amount of resources for all users while trying to maximize 806

the total throughput. In the simulations, the proportional fair 807

strategy outperforms resource fair in terms of throughput as 808

well as fairness thereby resulting in a good trade-off between 809

throughput and fairness. Further details about the implemented 810

schedulers, as well as more simulation results, can be found 811

in [24]. 812

The presented simulation results can be reproduced by 813

calling the script Reproducibility Schedulers batch.m that can 814

be found in the directory ”paper scripts” of the link level and 815

the system level simulator, respectively. More examples of the 816

Vienna LTE simulators also in the context of LTE-Advanced 817

are presented in [80]. 818
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VI. CONCLUSIONS819

In this paper, we presented the Vienna LTE Simulators,820

consisting of a link level and a system level simulator. Both821

simulators are available under a non-commercial open source822

academic-use license and thereby enable researchers to im-823

plement and test algorithms in the context of LTE. The open824

source availability of the simulators facilitates researchers to825

reproduce published results in the context of LTE, and thus826

supports the comparison of novel algorithms with previous827

state-of-the-art. So far (March 2011), the simulators have been828

downloaded more than 13 000 times from all over the world.829
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